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INTRODUCTION
VITAE (Latin for living) is a Canadian born generative, multi-stakeholder cooperative and
change management initiative, aimed at fostering living labs for learning and living systems.
Multi-stakeholder cooperatives (MSCs) present a departure in ownership structure from the
more familiar consumer-owned co-ops. Also known as solidarity, hybrid, or social co-ops, MSCs
welcome diverse individuals and a variety of groups to become owners, including employees,
producers, customers/clients, community members, and investors. These co-ops may appear to
operate similarly to corporations, but while profits and losses are important, social co-ops are
committed to meeting social goals such as healthcare, eldercare, social services, and workforce
integration. They can blend market activity with social services provisioning and democratic
participation, all in one swoop. MSCs meet both economic and social goals for sustainable
consumption through their commitment to meeting the needs of all their owners. (Urban
Sustainability Development Network), The VITAE MSC will focus on Living Labs
Living labs, are "physical regions or virtual realities, or interaction spaces, in which stakeholders
form public-private-people partnerships (4Ps) of companies, public agencies, universities,
users, and other stakeholders, all collaborating for creation, prototyping, validating, and testing
of new technologies, services, products, and systems in real-life contexts" (Westerlund &
Leminen, 2011). As such, VITAE living labs will be built on MISSION 20301 and decades of
lessons learned for community use and for innovations. By concentrating on living labs, VITAE
will introduce innovative education, research and development approaches optimizing the
opportunities that the convergence of emerging markets provide in most, if not all economies.
The purpose of this scoping report is to set out the key understanding of the target audiences,
the behavioural goals the VITAE initiator and benefactors wish to achieve and the potential
intervention prioritized options selected. It provides a summary of the strategic intentions so far,
based on years of discovery work and forms a basis for moving into the development stage for
the delivery of what ultimately is a change management initiative.
Further, this scoping report is also used for engaging stakeholders and seeking support from the
following industries: professional, scientific & technical services; construction; administrative
and support, waste management and remediation; agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting;
education services; healthcare and social assistance; arts, entertainment and recreation;
healthcare and social assistance; and other services. Everyone of these industries require
major systemic changes either because they have been showing productivity downtrends,
barely profitable, or affecting the ability to develop in a way that meets our current needs,
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

MISSION 2030 is an MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Climate CoLab -Waste Management Contest- Popular Choice
Award Winning change management initiatives to eliminate construction, renovation and demolition waste by 2030.
1
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THE PROBLEM - Authorities and businesses are not meeting dynamic business change needs.
At a time when individuals and businesses need to be more dynamic than ever, few businesses
or industry decision-makers are able to manage or meet the ever-faster and ever-growing
numbers of changes. This is especially problematic for the roughly 400 million SMEs
(small-medium enterprises) the backbone of global economies and the main source of job
creation, accounting for over 95% of firms and 60-70% of employment. (globalnaps.org)
In the Western world alone, as of December 2019, the Canadian economy totaled 1.23 million
employer businesses. Of these, 1.2 million (97.9%) were small businesses, 22,905 (1.9%) were
medium-sized businesses and 2,978 (0.2%) were large businesses. (Ic.gc.ca) The United
States' 30 million SMEs account for nearly two-thirds of net new private sector jobs in recent
decades. SMEs that export tend to grow even faster, create more jobs, and pay higher wages
than similar businesses that do not. (ustr.gov) In Mexico there are 4 million SMEs, of which
,97.4% are microenterprises that represent 12.4% of total gross production (TGP) and employ
47.2% of the workforce. (oecd-ilibrary.org) Latin American and Caribbean has about 27.5
million MSMEs, of which some 26.2 million are micro enterprises. (idbinvest.org)
For most, keeping up with all the dynamic changes of the current global megatrends -economic
power and demographic shifts, rapid urbanization, emerging technologies and environmental
crises- continued learning and continued care are important growing problems. Every industry is
now facing increasing numbers of systemic health, well-being and safety issues putting lives at
risk and wasting countless finite resources in old broken systems, now compounded by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, what were once common simple issues have become complex and
in turn, due to a lack of or poor systems change management, gig workers, micro as well as
small-medium enterprises now struggle to deal with a growing number of wicked problems.
Prior to the pandemic, Canada had been experiencing an account deficit since 2009. Adding to
this, the pandemic introduced new fiscal pressures, including an expansion of public debt,
heightened demands for social security and health care, and further erosion of the price of
Canada's largest export (oil and gas). However, the pandemic is pushing governments around
the world to explore and consider important changes to fiscal policy, including the use of new
tools to achieve inflation goals, and alternate indicators, such as unemployment rates, to guide
fiscal measures. (Industry Canada)
Meanwhile, in addition to those dying daily due to climate change and environmental neglect,
more than three million have died and the health from Covid-19. The wellbeing, safety and
quality of life of billions have been deeply hurt due to stalled/slow investment cash flows or
prompt payments; hygiene practices, environmental laws, digital security, protectionism and
business as usual even before the pandemic. Social/equity issues, value and supply chains as
well as workforce shortages have also become high impact issues. Last but not least, despite
countless efforts to foster changes, countless decision-makers struggle to capture the best
opportunities of this century, due to reduction/siloed thinking, mechanistic design and system
degeneration. Fortunately, it doesnèt have to be this way. Together, Canadians and Americans
have what it takes to not only turn things around, while protecting themselves from global
economic and demographic shifts by leveraging the rapid technology changes and urbanization.
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Through cooperative and innovative learning, research and development approaches, every
food, material, water, energy and other resource insecurity problem contains within itself the
seeds of its own solution.

THE VISION - Accessible, well built regenerative developments and cultures for all
Today, every person should have the right and easy access to sustainable development at a
minimum. Because without sustainability, ever-changing sustainable development and
(re)generation goals can never be achieved. Fortunately however, ''we are capable of
regaining our reverence for life, of replacing the drive to conquer with the will to
cooperate, of remaking our engineered institutions, including our corporations into living
systems.'' (Elisabeth Sahtouris)

THE MISSION - Provide generative places for people to continuously learn well and live well.
VITAE aims to create a Multi-stakeholder Cooperative (MSC) as the best proven business
model to effectively activate the kind and level of changes that we need to create the best
learning and living systems possible, and continuously improve upon those. As rather than
organizing around a single class of cooperative members, MSCs benefit from heterogeneous
(diverse) members, and fair, scalable, democratic platforms2. To succeed, the cooperative will
first be established as a worker cooperative by an open creative and generative leadership
team with lean and agile system thinkers. This will be key not only to ensure a sustainable
strat-up but also to foster a culture of regeneration rather than a culture of waste as we all face
global megatrends3 and sub-trends affecting virtually all of our systems.
The Just and Economic Platform? Schor & Eddy; March 1, 2020
Global economic power and demographic shifts; rapid urbanization; technology rise; environmental crises and resource
insecurities.
2
3
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INDUSTRY
Educational
Services

LEADERS, ADVISORS AND BENEFACTORS
Evelyn Abell, -A retired teacher, humanist and networker- and
Dr Robert (Bob) Abell, -An Education Specialist and environmentalistEvelyn and Bob are Co-Owners and Principals of Automated Learning Corporation and of
Rovell Creative. Evelyn is responsible for ALC business editing, sales channels and
customer relations. Robert (Bob) is a system thinker, published author who served on
American National Standards Institute, and a true pioneer in education innovation and
alternative learning methodologies. He brings nearly 40 years of experience in various
integrative machine learning; and was past Athabasca University, Early Computing
Services Program Director.
➢ Alain Bouvrette, Agrtek Nutrition Co-founder and Consultant, as well as FERCA (Ferme
d’éducation et de recherche du campus d’Alfred) Director General
➢ Ann Callaghan, MID, BID, IDC, ARIDO, LEED AP ID+C, EDRA: Professor Conestoga
College-School Engineering, and Information Technology-Bachelor of Interior Design;
Algonquin College Sustainable Interior Design; Sustainable, Restorative, Commercial,
Healthcare and Hospitality Design Specialist4.

➢
➢

Healthcare &
Social
Assistance

➢ Judith Gigoux, RNAP, NPAO, Health Advisor: A Nurse Practitioner w/emergency,
primary, community, ICU, diabetes, occupational health and (tele)medicine experience
➢ Brenda Jane Broeckx, Social Services Specialist; A retired Ontario Social Care worker;
Advocate to accelerate solutions to meet continued learning and living autism needs.

Professional,
Scientific &
Technical
Services

➢ VITAE is the brainchild of Renée Gratton, PMP, CMP, LEED AP - A professional change,
project and sustainable development management consultant. With 35 years of
experience on various small to mega projects, Renée has been recognized for her
business portfolio and program development, creative leadership, better built environment
advocacy, teaching/coaching and MISSION 20305. Through VITAE, she aims to foster
community engagement and innovations for better continued learning and living systems.
➢ Marianne Dupont, BID, ARIDO, IDC, LEED AP, An interior Designer experienced in
complex residential, commercial, industrial and institutional development and teaching.

Admin. &
Support, Waste
Mgmt &
Remediation
Services

➢ Dirk Broeckx, A Realty Operations and Maintenance Specialist, fostering green cleaning
services; Guelph University’s contractor for the Alfred College facilities management
➢ Myles Jones, Principal, LivingWithTrees.ca Green Entrepreneur
➢ Tania Rosarion, -A Prosci Change Management, and a Commercial Real Estate, and
living system improvement advocate

Construction

➢ Jean Daoust, Daoust Construction
➢ Michael Trevail, ACTT Installations

Real Estate
Rental/Leasing

➢ Bruce Firestone, Real Estate/Investment Advisor: Firestone Principal; Century 21 Agent;
Retired University Professor; Real Estate and Investment Advisor.

Others

➢ Sylvie Chartrand, Community volunteer and others supporting crowdfunding campaign

Conestoga is also a partner of the Research Institute for Aging that includes living classrooms
MISSION 2030 is an MIT Climate CoLab award-winning and global call to action for net zero construction, renovation, demolition
waste change management initiative
4
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THE GUIDING HUMAN VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
Defining our interpretation of business ethics are VITAE’s ‘Learn Well and Live Well’ motto:
Human Values:
➢ People - To ensure healthy lives, knowledge and the inclusion of women and children
➢ Prosperity - To grow a strong inclusive and transformative economy
➢ Planet - To protect our ecosystems for all societies and our children
➢ Partnership - To catalyse global solidarity for sustainable development
➢ Dignity - To end poverty and fight inequalities
➢ Justice - To promote safe and peaceful societies and strong institutions

Guiding Principles:
➢ Cooperative: Voluntary Open Membership; Democratic Member Control; Cooperation
Among Cooperatives; Autonomy and Independence; Member Economic Participation6;
Concern for the Community; Education Training and Information7
➢ Living Labs8: Value; Sustainability; Influence; Realism; Openness
➢ Governance (UN Committee of Experts on Public Administration): Effectiveness: i) competence;
ii) sound policy making; and iii) collaboration; Accountability: iv) integrity, v) transparency
and vi) independent oversight; and Inclusiveness: vii) leaving no one behind, viii)
non-discrimination, ix) participation, x) subsidiarity and xi) intergenerational equity.
➢ Gender and Minority Empowerment - Establish high-level corporate leadership for
gender equality; Treat all women and men fairly at work - respect and support human
rights and nondiscrimination; Ensure the health, safety and well-being of all women and
men workers; Promote education, training and professional development for women;
Implement enterprise development, supply chain and marketing practices that empower
women; Promote equality through community initiatives and advocacy; Measure and
publicly report on progress to achieve gender equality
➢ OECD Principles on Rural Policy9 - Strategy: i) Set a clear vision for National Urban
Policy; ii) Advance Environmental Quality; iii) Provide Opportunities for All; iv) Align
Sectoral Policies; v) Harness Adequate Funding; Stakeholders: i) Promote Stakeholder
Engagement; ii) Strengthen the Capacity to Innovate; iii) Foster Monitoring Evaluation
and Accountability; Scale: i) Maximise the Potential of Cities of All Sizes; ii) Adapt to the
Place Where People Live and Work; iii) Support Urban-Rural Interdependencies.
https://guides.co/g/guidance-notes-to-the-co-operative-principles/79717
Applying the OECD Learning Compass 2030 for well-being
8
Anna Ståhlbröst, 2009, A Set of Key Principles to Assess the Impact of Living Labs
9
Organization for Cooperation in Economic Development Principles on Rural Policy
6
7
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STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Image Source: Andrea Burrows; Iceberg Model of Conflicts

At a high-level, the VITAE’s strategic goals and objectives are identified herein. This noted, the
smart10 goals and objectives that the lean well and live well that all portfolios will have to ensure
will be defined by the respective programs and projects leaders.

Establish the foundation for a generative worker cooperative and living labs business model in 2021
Accelerate the inclusiveness of women, indigenous and minority groups in STEM11 to integrate
art and/or agritecture12 for ‘STEAM’ building for more (re)generative and creative leadership.

Model the SMARTEST multi-stakeholder cooperative and living labs programs/projects for 2025-30
SMART learning and living labs are already being modelled worldwide. This means there
already are open collective intelligence and network systems that VITAE leaders and managers
will be able to leverage to leapfrog the challenges they experienced, and to optimize synergies.
➢ Sustainability - specificity on designed based for decades to centuries
➢ Modelling - i.e. testing and/or 3D printing
➢ Analyzing - i.e. frontline analytical abilities to analyze big data
➢ Regenerating - i.e.: industrial, commercial or institutional facility in an innovative way
➢ Transcending - i.e.: go beyond industry limits or challenges
➢ Escalating - i.e.: into or beyond hinterlands, outbacks
➢ Substantiating - i.e.: measures and verifications and/or control values
➢ Transforming - i.e.: situated and differential contexts

SMART goals are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound.
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
12
Agritecture is the art, science, and business of integrating agriculture into the built environment.
10
11
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Report on the SMARTEST contextual cooperatives and living labs strategic objectives for 2040-50
➢ Financial: Ensure financial sustainability; diversified growth revenue streams;
➢ Customer: Best value for the cost, and partnerships to provide long-term solutions;
➢ Internal: Innovation; Customer Service, Operational Excellence: and Regulations
➢ Learning: Aligned with OECD’s Learning Framework 2030 for well-being
➢ Development: Effectively managing assets/liabilities and infrastructures
➢ Optimizing O&M: Ensuring resources to innovate and productivity growth
The following objectives will also be carefully considered in crafting the final vision and mission
statements, the generative business goals’ targets, objectives and principles’ details to address
the biggest challenges growing companies face -business strategy, marketing, recruitment,
management, sales and technology.
Key Resources Sampling:
➢ Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT): Meeting
Stakeholder needs; Covering the Enterprise End-to-End; Applying a Single Integrated
Framework; Enabling a Holistic Approach; Separating Governance from Management
➢ Accreditations/Certifications:
Increasingly,
there
are
more
and
more
micro-credentials, professional accreditations and certifications emerging for individuals,
best business practices, products, buildings, whole cities, etc. To that effect VITAE will
follow the e-Campus Ontario Micro-Credential Principles and Framework. ISO
(International Standards Organization) and others such standards may also apply:
○ Quality Management System (QMS)
○ Environmental Management System (EMS)
○ Safety Management System (SMS)
○ Energy Management System (EnMS)
○ Food Safety Management System (FSMS)
○ Information Security Management System (ISMS)
○ Compliance Management System (CMS)
○ Other relevant systems standards - i.e.: CSA-Z783 Standards for Deconstruction
of Buildings and Related Parts; Well Building Standard
➢ Guidelines
○ Project Management
○ OECD Learning Compass 2030 Framework
○ CSA Z782 Guideline for Design for Disassembly and Adaptability
○ One Planet Living certifications
○ Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
○ Cyber Security Best Practice Guide
○ Biomatrix Web for change management
○ Others to be determined

9

CONTEXTUAL FACTORS
Nina Ginsberg model, adapted from Global Cities Institute for Culture and Society.

The following are detailed in the Industries and FERCA Physical Lab Scoping Report

Development Situated Contexts
POLITICS
Diversity & Equity
Organization &
Governance
Law & Justice
Communication
Representation/
Negotiation
Security & Agreement
Dialogue &
Reconciliation
Ethics & Accountability

ECOLOGY
Net-Zero and Living
Systems

Materials/Energy &
Information
Water & Energy
Flora & Fauna
Lands & Forests
Place & Adobe
Construction & Settlements
Net-zero Emission & Waste
Management Systems

ECONOMICS
Shifting/Alternative
Economic Models

CULTURE
Cultural Awakening

OPERATIONS &
MAINTENANCE
Food and housing
Securities

STAFF
Ageing & Shifting
Demographics

Production & Resourcing
Exchange & Transfer
Accounting & Regulation
Consumption & Use
Labour & Welfare
Technology &
Infrastructure
Wealth & Distribution

Engagement & Identity
Families Structure
Individualism
Performance & Creativity
Memory & Projection
Belief & Meaning
Gender & Reproduction
Enquiry & Learning
Health & Wellbeing

Development Differentiated Contexts
PORTFOLIO,
PROGRAMS &
PROJECTS
PRESIDING
CONVENTIONS
Climate Change
Initiatives

Theory & Frameworks
Regional to
Globalisation
Identity & Relations
Crisis & Emergencies
Regional Regulations &
Requirements
Society & Systems

INSTITUTION/
ORGANIZATION
Women & Minority
Empowerment

Organisational Structure &
Culture
Funding & Resources
Stakeholders &
Relationships
Activities & Scope
Experience & Results
Foundation & Background
Professionalism & Progress

Funding & Resources
Activities & Management
Personnel & Community
Reporting & Assessment
Context & Longevity
Development & Changes
Completion & Learning

Communications &
Relationships
Professionalism &
Self-Management
Personality &
Assumptions
Skills & Background
Flexibility & Critical
Thinking
Research & Practitioner
Integrity & Diversity
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PLAN THE COMMUNITY
Image Source: Fujisawa Sustainable Smart town

Our global “real economy'' operates on the basis of physical processes, namely the
transformation and transfer of matter, energy and information to produce, distribute and
consume goods and services. Unfortunately, money now hides the essentials of the metabolic
processes, causing confusion on the moving ‘sustainable development’ targets. Especially as
the simple system’s GDP was entirely designed based on the exchange of physical goods. Yet
today, less than 10% of our GDP is based on the purely physical part of the economy, and very
few places make decisions based on GPI (Genuine Product Index). Therefore, the great
challenges of how to manage rapidly growing urbanized societies that generally waste twice as
much as rural communities must be carefully planned at all levels.
Today more than ever, it’s clear that metabolic strategies have to become an integrated part of
the development of the anthroposphere13, be it growth, in shrinking, or in rebuilding to new
qualities.14 As such, planning the VITAE community is being based on generative business
model diagnostics and checkpoints15 and regenerative cultural outcomes.

Outcomes & Impact Design: VITAE will capture community-wide and partner-wide outcome
measures in order to predict service needs, forge new partnerships, generate new
resources, and create new high-impact solutions. “Regenerative cultures, people and
companies create the conditions for more life, more diversity, more resilience and antifragility. It
is the antidote to extractive industries. Implementing regenerative practices in all areas of
human activity is not only the next economic boom and a source of unbridaled potentiality but
also our greatest potential scenario for healing our planet from our extractive history.” (Bloom
Network). In short, generative businesses deliver (re)generative cultures and innovative design.

13
The anthroposphere encompasses the total human presence throughout the Earth system including our culture, technology, built
environment, and associated activities.
14
Adapted from Baccini and Brunner (2012; The Financial Review) Do you know the stocks and flows of your real economy.
15
Based on Harvard Leadership for a Networked World, Founded in 1987 at Harvard Kennedy School, LNW is now an applied
research initiative of Dr. Antonio M. Oftelie at the Technology and Entrepreneurship Center at Harvard.
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Organizational and Practice Design VITAE will be “boundaryless”16, able to evolve policy,
governance, programs, and processes dynamically to meet changing community
outcome needs, and co-create solutions with stakeholders. This will first be ensured by the
creation of a worker cooperative that will be responsible for creating the VITAE multi-stakeholder
co-op and its living labs.

VITAE Multi-Stakeholder Cooperative (MSC)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

VITAE (V) Executive Governance17

Commonality
Multi-stakeholder participation/engagement
Active user involvement
Multi-method approach
Real-life setting
Orchestration
Innovation and co-creation support

Network Structure

Common Benefits
Knowledge dissemination
Technology Input and Transfer
Measurable Community Value
Creative Leadership and Management Programs
Network Cost-Savings
Learn Well : Live Well Co-ops

Boundaryless organizations allow business information to flow freely and ideas to be the driving force of efficiency, innovation, and
growth in the company. It’s aim is to survive in a world that is constantly changing through virtual, network, and modular systems
17
Inspired by Biomatrix Theory System
16
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VITAE

LEARN WELL
LIVE WELL
The
Cooperative
will deliver
both social &
economic
benefits and
focus on
organizational
goals.

Diagram Source: Innovation Management - How to choose the right innovation intermediary.

Living Labs
(LL) &
Rural LL

SSRI: Social
Space for
Research in
Innovation
LAG: Local
Action
Groups
Click here
for more info

Continued Learning,
Net-Zero & Living
Support Systems:
Consulting
Knowledge Exchanges;
Joint Actions, programs;
Member projects
/initiatives partnerships;
Influencing policies;
LL Promotion &
Implementation Support

Prototyping
Platforms

A design and development facility used prior to mass production and resulting in the first
proof-of-concept of a new technology, product or service.

Testbeds

A standardized laboratory environment used for testing new technologies, products and
services and protected from the hazards of testing in a live or production environment.

Fieldtrial

Test of technical/technology form, product/service in a limited real-life environment.

Market Pilot

New products or services that are considered to be rather mature, are released to a
certain number of end users in order to obtain marketing data or to make final
adjustments before the commercial launch; increased risk understanding

Societal
Pilot

A pilot project in which the introduction of new products and services into a real-life
environment is intended to result in societal innovation

Modified Table Source: Test and Experimentation Platforms for Broadband Innovation: Examining European Practice; P.2-3
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Systems and Technology Design
VITAE’s generative business model will leverage predictive analytics18 and social
technologies to synthesize information community-wide, track service loads and metrics,
predict service demand, and communicate impact measures. Predictive analytics however
is a massive and complex area driven by the increased focus on digital transformation, big data,
artificial intelligence, machine learning technologies, remote monitoring, and forecasting
possible future financial scenarios to answer any specific business questions. Therefore, VITAE
will start by concentrating on those most relevant to the ‘Learn Well : Live Well’ motto:
Learning Systems: By using a comprehensive student success platform to manage students,
attendance keeping and progress reporting; data can be centralised in one location for insightful
student overviews. For educational institutes, predictive analytics can be utilised to identify poor
attendance levels, highlight progress and identify areas of potential student success. As
predictive analytics is based on continuous assessment, students can be encouraged to remain
on-track by offering them insights into their academic history. If a student is in danger of falling
behind, support teams can be called upon to ensure these at-risk students don’t get left behind.
(TimeDataSecurity.com)
Living Systems: Predictive analytics are critical to better care delivery. Tools to detect patterns
in patient traffic, staff schedules and disease treatment offer big insights for providers.
(HealthMagazine.net) And when people have access to quality continued learning through living
labs, as well as quality continued care delivery, they can create better living conditions not only
for themselves and their close ones, but those in their communities of place, interests and
profession. Thus, and given the changing demographics including our ageing population,
modelling ways to continuously care in ways that meet current growing development needs
without compromising the ability for future generations to meet their own needs, is a critical
aspect for VITAE.

Predictive analytics encompasses a variety of statistical techniques from data mining, predictive modelling, and machine learning
that analyze current and historical facts to make predictions about future or otherwise unknown events. (Wikipedia) Methodology
softwares serve to among other methodologies generate logistic regression to predict a data value based on prior observations; time
series analysis to illustrate data points at successive time intervals; decision trees to illustrate every possible outcome of a decision
18
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➢ MODELING
Image Source: Lifeboat.com; This House Can Be 3D-Printed for $4,000 story,
presented a company building housing in the developing world, has a new invention:
a massive 3D printer that extrudes an entire four-room house in less than a day.

Multi-Dimensional Models, Testing, Managing and 3D Printing
With all the advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, innovators have long
explored big data as “the new world’s oil” for online chatting through chatbots, virtual
assistants, precision/telemedicine, smart housing, education, climate emergencies,
health care, pandemics, etc. More recently, AI has also been accelerating the
transformation of transportation and mobility, precision agriculture, management of
matters, materials, information and energy, connectivity and quality-of-life matters. BIM
(Building Information Modeling), which is an intelligent 3D model-based process that
gives architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) professionals the insight and
tools to more efficiently plan, design, construct, and manage buildings and infrastructure.
(Autodesk.com)19 But that is just part of what BIM software could do.
By using AI to improve their system’s efficiency and potential, BIM software companies
can now use machine learning to learn from data and detect patterns. From this,
well-informed independent decisions on how to automate and improve the model
building process can be made before testing and for asset management. Worldwide,
existing assets and infrastructures are degrading faster than they can be repaired or
replaced, wasting limited resources and resulting in unintended waste or consequences.
To address this, new policies are emerging - i.e.: Asset Management Planning for
Municipal Infrastructure Regulation, O. Reg. 588/17, effective January 1, 2018.
19

The visualisation of the final condition improves both the understanding and the contractors’ understanding of what is being built.
As this visualisation happens before the hammer meets nails, or saw meets timber, any re-work due to misunderstandings can be
significantly reduced. (F. Cousin, ARUP).
“If we take into account societal needs to improve the spatial quality and poor performance of the vast majority of existing building
stock, especially with regards to energy consumption, BIM can contribute to making retrofits and renovations more efficient,
intelligent and sustainable” (E. Souza, Archdaily, 2019) through its components.
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This and other such policies will have a significant impact on the way municipalities plan
for their infrastructure, digital transformation, security/exchange trends, operational and
maintenance resilience, workforce transformation, financial resilience, climate risk, etc.
Asset Information Requirements (AIR) gathering, which is an important part of the BIM
process, is also critical to determine needs w.r.t.:
● Asset Information Management (AIM) to optimise the delivery and performance
of physical assets for the purpose of: policy and strategy development; asset
management planning and implementation; asset management capability
development; risk management and performance improvements; as well as asset
knowledge management
● Asset Life Cycle Information Management (ALIM) defines (non)graphical data
or info and documentation needed for the lifetime operation/management of built
assets to receive information during major works, requiring special characteristics
-i.e.: Extremely long lifetime and stringent, regulated recordkeeping
requirements; Many external stakeholders whose use and modification of asset
information has to be closely monitored and coordinated with internal quality and
security; etc.
3D and 4D Printers: 4-dimensional printing uses the same techniques of 3D printing
through computer-programmed deposition of material in successive layers to create a
three-dimensional object. 4D printing adds the dimension of transformation over time.
Benefits include reduced labor/costs; site/factory applications thus reduced
transportation or waste, etc.20
RFID: An RFID asset tracking system uses electromagnetic fields to transmit data from
an RFID tag to a reader. Whether you are talking about office equipment in a multi-story
building, wheelchairs and IV pumps in a large hospital, tools and equipment in a factory,
or pumping equipment in far-flung oil fields, RFID can provide accurate, real-time
tracking data for fixed and mobile assets. (Lowry Solutions)
COMMON MODELING/TESTING, MANAGING & 3D/4D PRINTING & RFID VALUE
PROCESS
Standards, Processes, Procedures
Lean and Agile Design Management
Integrated Project Delivery
Information Management

PEOPLE
Leadership
Collaboration
Owners Engagement
Skills and Responsibilities

TECHNOLOGY
Modeling (BIM or other)
Simulation
Interoperability
Integration

POLICY
Standards, Project Guidelines
Legal and Contractual
Procurement
Delivery Plan

3D Printing of Buildings: Construction of the Sustainable Houses of the Future by BIM;
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.egypro.2017.09.562
20
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➢

MAPPING
Spatial GIS, GPS & RS Technologies
From the onset, the VITAE concept was imagined to be modelled in Eastern Ontario,
leveraging EORN (Eastern Ontario Regional Network), western Quebec and northern
New York information gathered when the Waste Saver beta mobile app was created by
the not-for-profit Construction Resource Initiatives Council. The beta application used
both GIS (Geographic Information System) and GPS (Global Positioning System)
technologies to foster MISSION 2030: The Council’s flagship change management
initiative/call-to-action for net zero construction, renovation and demolition waste by
2030. When it was imagined, the intent was to facilitate the work of construction industry
leaders. Users would find MISSION 2030 adopters, recovery locations, find answers to
FAQs, preferable product systems, and partners. Unfortunately, due to insufficient
support the council and all of its activities had to be halted.
On the other hand, as the organization was actively engaged in various other non-profit
organizations as well as diverse social space for research in innovations networks
(including MIT living labs and UNEP bodies of knowledge) invaluable feedback was
gathered, especially while the beta app was live. Therefore, the innovation here is to
include a RS (Remote Sensor), RFID (Radio Frequency Identification and
documentation (Relational Database) to the Waste Saver, to transform it into a
complete holistic system. This will be a key part of the VITAE generative human-based
values and for circular bio-inspired socio-economic systems.
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➢

Documentation - (Non)Relational Database
Relational and non-relational databases each have their own strengths and weaknesses.
As the NoSQL revolution continues, we should remember “the right tool for the right job”
is key. Relational databases support accuracy and redundancy, while non-relational
databases support research. Thus, VITAE will create a hybrid system leveraging both
database types to merge eclectically, optimizing strengths and opportunities to create the
smartest systems, with respect to resource and labor productivity.

Source: McKinsey Business Functions

The five core IT shifts of scaled agile organizations
KEY

FROM

TO

Cooperation

IT Group Siloed from the business

Agile BizDevOps teams forming cross-functional
units (teams of teams) co-managed by business &
IT leads

Applications
& Services

Tightly interconnected, all-in-one,
monolithic core IT systems owned by IT
dept

Granular applications and services, owned by
‘teams of teams’ supported by a learner core

Sourcing &
People

Largely outsourced IT

Larger, more experienced in-house IT workforce,
balanced w/strategic use of partners & vendors

Delivery
Process

Manual waterfall software delivery process
w/3-4 releases per year

Fully automated, continuous software delivery CI/CD
or DevSecOps w/1000s of annual delivery

Infrastructure

Physical infrastructure (servers &
hardware) w/ provisioning times in
days/weeks

Cloud & containers at scale w/provisioning within
seconds and autoscaling/infra-as-code
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SET UP THE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

Channels
To reach its target markets, VITAE is prioritizing proven inbound marketing or pull marketing in
order to “pull in” leaders and potential model customers with interesting/high valued content to
obtain leads, effectively and efficiently. Initially, VITAE was introduced through the addition of an
‘initiatives’ section to the VITAE business website. Then, the initiative was entered in the MIT,
Centre for Collective Intelligence’s Climate CoLab’s ‘Building Workspace’ Contest, to help
initiate engagement. More recently, controlled talks began as a crowdfunding campaign was
initiated through GoFundMe. At the same time, full 2-way engagement and dynamic information
sharing is occurring with interested parties and benefactors.
Further, as inbound marketing21 is 60-70 percent less expensive than outbound approaches,22 it
will be used to efficiently reach as many stakeholders as possible. Ultimately however, the right
channel will be used for the circumstances, urgency levels and approaches23 aiming for:
➢ A decentralized leadership approach with fewer tiers than hierarchical structures;
➢ A creative, lean, agile and growth thinking environment with a bottom-up flow of ideas;
➢ Internal and external relationship management, coordination, measurements/controls;
➢ Wide-spanning social networks, open communication and reliable partnerships;
➢ Organic growth, bio-inspired innovations and systemic change management;
➢ Converting data to information to knowledge and decisions insight.
Inbound marketing or pull communications to pull potential customers with interesting and informing contents involve creating blog
posts, social media, infographics, white papers, email newsletters, and other content that people actually want to read. Search
engine optimization, paid discovery, and paid search will also help people find our marketing content, which can be used to engage.
22
More on the VITAE communication levels/approaches at https://vitaegroup.ca/drivers/communication/
23
https://vitaegroup.ca/drivers/communication/
21
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MAKE SIMPLE AND SUSTAINABLE PROCESSES
One advantage of living labs is that they are holistic rather than prescriptive to foster community
use and innovation such as: 1) Change the lens; 2) Target the gaps; 3) Rethink constraints; 4)
Embrace lightweight solutions; 5) Buy differently; and 6) Measure what matters.24 The top image
shown herein is just one example from Agriculture Canada’s Living Labs Initiative.

Image source: Agriculture Canada Living Lab Process

For complex cross-industrial systems innovations however, more robust reiterative change
management processes will be needed for pre-planning to determine framework for complex
systems analysis and design; to analyze the current situation; explore the future possibilities
based on current knowledge; brainstorm and mind map ideas; and create ideal designs.
This noted, to prevent oversimplification of critical systems and the inherent risks of unintended
consequences such as shifting problems from one sub-system without corporate social
responsibility measures, VITAE will form a change task group, which although seemingly more
complex, will be based on the proven science-based biomatrixweb change management model.

Image Source: BiomatrixWeb

24

Deloitte’s Eggers and MaMillan’s fundamental strategies to accelerate the solution economy.
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MANAGE THE COMMUNITY
Already, VITAE is able to leverage unfair start-up advantages25 -Insider information; The right
“expert” endorsements; A dream team; Personal authority; Large network effects; Community
Existing customers; Search Engine Optimization (SEO) ranking. But ultimately, it will be our
whole system approach that will ensure the co-op and living lab community management. Thus,
the cooperative start-up is being approached as a megaproject to ensure that the organization is
established in a responsible way, and that once established it can be more than just sustainable.
Especially as the intent is to create a generative democreatic body of knowledge and social
space in research for innovations through living labs for (re)generation.

PROJECT MILESTONES

SUCCESS FACTORS

1.
2.
3.
4.

★ Implement project success model w/benefits realization

✅
✅

Idea Statement
Feasibility Study
Authorization Document to kick-off the MSC
Requirements Document to manage project
Core (Scope, Cost, Schedule, & Risk);
Compliance (Quality & HSE); People (Team,
Stakeholder & Communication) & General
(Resources, Procurement, Integration &
Performance)
5. Management Plan
6. Detailed Plan
7. Initial Acceptance
8. Substantial Completion
9. Final Acceptance
10. Closeout and Report (Shifting to operations)

★ Follow a well-defined stage-gate process
★ Incorporate industry best practices
★ Capture lessons learned throughout the project
★ Defined roles & responsibilities
★ Integrated project life cycle w/tailored processes
★ Net-zero and living systems competencies
★ Consider product & delivery processes
★ Customize & adapt to industry project type
★ Tailor to a given project classification
★ Link method to organizational system

Source: SUKAD’s CAMMP™ (Customizable, Adaptable Methodology for Managing Projects)

25

In lean start-up terms, unfair advantages are those that cannot easily be replicated by others
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LEAN LIVING LAB DEVELOPMENT
Each living lab will need to ensure that it can not only manage its projects through a Project
Management Office (PMO), but also its change management. “Project management and
change management are complementary disciplines with a common objective. When
integrated in the delivery of a project or initiative, project management and change
management together provide a unified approach for achieving the desired results and
outcomes of organizational change.” (Prosci)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (PMO)

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Technologies

People

PAIN POINT
Discover the
current state

PM Initiation & Plan
Concept
Feasibility
Shaping
Supporting

CM Management Plan
Awareness of the need for change announced
Desire to support the change to be gauged

RESOLVE
Develop the
transition

PM Execution
Requirements gathering
Strategy creation
Preliminary Engineering
Operational Readiness Planning

CM Processes
Knowledge of how to change (training) to be
provided
Ability to demonstrate skills and behaviors to
be ensured

PM Monitoring & Controlling
Ongoing measurements and verifications
PM Closing
Ensure 100% completion & reporting

CM Sustainability
Reinforcement to make the change stick
CM (Re)generation
Adjust as required

FOCUS

SCALE IT
Deliver the
future state at
the right scale
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COMPETITION
B. Katzy’s Viable Business Model Excellence Model, based on the experience of directors of living labs.
See Technology Innovation Management 2012 review here

Competition in the marketplace serves both consumers and businesses, as it boosts innovation,
which together with the aim to drive productivity growth is at the heart of VITAE. Fortunately, the
Canadian living lab market is young, with lots of room to grow, and a rapidly growing network. In
Asia, Europe and the US, such social space for research in innovations have long been
maturing to the design level; they exist in widely diverse communities for innovations in
education, communication, real estate, infrastructure, tourism, agriculture/forestry and several
other industries/sectors. Those existing in Canada are either led by one part or another of an
institution, under the ENoLL (European Network of Living Labs) umbrella, or focused on testing
rather than design. For Canadians, although these take reliable measures to check the quality,
performance or reliability in their respective fields, they have yet to mature to the design levels.
The following is a sample of living labs VITAE could network with to manage the competition of
social space for research in innovations, each with their own strengths and differences .
➢ @1125Carleton Living Lab, Carleton University;
➢ ENoLL (European Network of Living Labs) which includes Canadian living labs -L’Acadie
Living Lab; C for Care, Montreal; Digital Transition Laboratory; Living Lab en Innovation
Ouverte; Mandalab, Montreal; Rehabilitation Living Lab in the Mall; Urban Hub.
➢ Kortright Centre Living Lab STEPS (Sustainable Technologies Evaluation
Program) by the Toronto Conservation Authority
➢ Kuopio Health Living Labs -for health and long-term care
➢ MIT Climate CoLab
➢ Ottawa University - Fun and Learning Living Lab w/Museum of Science & Tech.
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Further, there are several resource-related value-creation levers for businesses that can
significantly assist in managing the competition:26
➢ Growth
○ Composition of Business Portfolio: Guide investment/divestment decisions at
portfolio level based on resource trends
○ Innovation and New Products: Develop resource productivity products and
technologies to fill needs of customers and company (R&D Function)
○ New Markets: Build a better understanding of resource-related opportunities in
new market segments and geographies and develop strategies to capture them.
➢ Return on Investment
○ Green Sales and Marketing: Improve revenue through increased share and/or
price premiums by marketing resource-efficiency attributes
○ Sustainable Value Chains: Improve resource management and reduce
environmental impact across value chain to reduce costs and improve products’
value propositions
○ Sustainable Operations: Reduce operating costs through improved internal
resource management (water, waste, energy, carbon, hazardous material)
➢ Integrated Risk Management -note that risks include challenges and opportunities
○ Regulatory Management: Mitigate risks and capture opportunities from
emerging regulations - i.e. International Green Construction Code
○ Reputation Management: Reduce reputation (loss) risks and get credit for your
positive actions (through proper stakeholder management and integrated
management planning)
○ Operational Risk Management: Manage risks (challenges and opportunities) of
operation disruptions from new guidelines and frameworks for social analytics27:
■ Social Networks: Keep connected through personal and business profiles
■ Blogs/Microblogs: Publish and discuss opinions and experiences
■ Ratings and Reviews: Evaluate and rate products, services and
experiences; share opinions
■ Media/File Sharing: Upload, share, comment on photos, videos/audios
■ Social Gaming: Connect with friends and strangers to play games
■ Social Commerce: Group purchasing, social platforms, share opinions
■ Shared Work-Spaces: Co-create content; coordinate joint projects/tasks
■ Wikis: Search, create and adapt articles; rapidly access stored knowledge
■ Discussion Forums: Discuss topics in open communities; rapidly access

Adapted from McKinsey Global Institute McKinsey Sustainability & Resource Productivity Practice, 2011; Resource Revolution
Social analytics is the practice of measuring and analyzing interactions across social technology platforms to inform decisions
(McKinsey Global Institute Analysis)
26
27
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ORGANIZE INSPIRATIONAL EVENTS
Design Charrettes - Unique opportunities for community members and stakeholders to come
together with designers, planners, facilitators and illustrators to share in a week of casual
collaborative and creative brainstorming in order to explore a shared vision for the future of a
neighborhood or project; with the intent of ensuring sustainability.
Kaizen Events - Kaizen is a Japanese word that translates to “change for the good”, which are
part of lean production and management. Lean management (or Six Sigma) is a universal tool
to continuously improve work processes, purposes, and people, which can be applied to any
enterprise (big or small) in any industry. Kaizen Event Types include
➢ Waste kaizens to eliminate or reduce process or organization waste in a process from
defects, overproduction, waiting, non-utilized talent, transportation, inventory, motion,
and excess processing.
➢ Error-proofing kaizens can eliminate mistakes by reducing handoffs, combining steps,
adding checklists, creating standard work, implementing mistake-proofing techniques
and using in-process quality checks.
➢ Lead time kaizens use value-stream analysis to help reduce the lead time associated
with delivering a product or service. This can be accomplished by eliminating handoffs,
combining steps, positioning materials and supplies closer to operators, striving for
one-piece flow, and using kanban.
➢ Visual-management kaizens are designed to improve the flow of activities, materials and
information through visual-management techniques.28 etc.
“Pull planning - a reverse sequencing approach to add details and requirements for integrative
scheduling that gathers team members to identify/isolate key milestones and prevent delays.
Event Gamification - Ideal for family and community days
➢ Creative Lab to get attendees for generating ideas to help improve business
➢ Craft to Art Contests
➢ Scavenger Hunts to get attendees to complete based on the highlighted event areas.
➢ Photo Contests to shine a spotlight on important event features; encourage interactions;
➢ Trivia, Bingo and others to improve networking and vendor interaction; get information...
Digital Living Lab Days - to tackle wicked problems29 with the latest participatory practices and
open social innovation tools.
Association for Supply Chain Management
In planning and policy, a wicked problem is a problem that is difficult or impossible to solve because of incomplete, contradictory,
and changing requirements that are often difficult to recognize. It refers to an idea or problem that cannot be fixed, where there is no
single solution to the problem; and "wicked" denotes resistance to resolution, rather than evil. Another definition is "a problem whose
social complexity means that it has no determinable stopping point". Moreover, because of complex interdependencies, the effort to
solve one aspect of a wicked problem may reveal or create other problems.
28
29
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KEEP STAKEHOLDERS MOTIVATED - DRAFT 1
To keep stakeholders motivated VITAE will ensure return on investment opportunities and
strategic fits among related businesses so that they can reach their competitive advantage
potential of lower costs; efficiently and productively transfer key skills, technological expertise,
and/or managerial know-how. The following are samples of ways this may be done through the
co-op, events and living labs.
For Investors, RRSP, TFSA, RESP and RRIF eligible; No fees for unregistered accounts; Competitive ROI
Members’ voices reach the BoD; can attend AGM; receive e-newsletters; exchange key information; participate in
special events; sharpen up the environmental, cultural and socio-economic value of their respective community
Consumer-members may be able to co-own where they will buy their goods and services and/or receive surplus30;
Resident-members may have access to affordable housing and reserved collaborative spaces; Producer members
may cooperatively market their goods and invent/innovate together; Gig-workers, micro, small-medium enterprise
members can share in the business or work ownership, while governing their own jobs
Community members can benefit from strong co-ops, good jobs, and community spaces.
From $5,000 / share

5-year term, >3% annual interest; capital returned at the end of year 5

From $2,500 / share

10 to 20-year term, varying annual dividend; capital returned by the end of year 10-20

$100 / share

Co-op Member - Tier 4 Receive patronage dividends at the end of each fiscal year

$50 / share

Co-op Business Member - Tier 3 - Can purchase products for resale

$20

Co-op Member - Tier 2 (Member only insight, information and promos)

$5

Co-op Member - Tier 1 - Listed as supporter able to buy products

Annual Living Lab Fees to cooperatively work on ongoing discovery, development and delivery of holistic systems
From $1,500

LIVE WELL - Continued Living labs for community use and innovations in:
Affordable Independent and Assisted Retirement Living
Continued Care Retirement Community Living
from nursing home, memory (Alzheimer's), hospice and respite care

From $500

LEARN WELL - Continued Learning Labs for community use and Innovations in
‘Agritecture’, biomimicry and other innovative strategies (bio-inspired systems)
Change Management Initiative
Project, Program and Portfolio Management
Integrated Circular Waste Management Program

Surplus is distributed in an equitable way by: appropriation to reserve; provision of common services; distribution in proportion to
the use members make of the services of the co-operative
30
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REATIVE, LEAN, AGILE AND (RE)GENERATIVE GROWTH FIT
In his new book ‘VALUE(S): Building a Better World’, Mark Carney offers a vision of a more
humane society, aligned with our own organizational vision, mission and values. To motivate,
the organization will also continuously work on finding the right fit to meet its generativity aim.
STRATEGIC FIT
&
MOTIVATION

BENEFITS
Diversification to meet ever-changing/growing needs to model, map, document, etc.
Unique Joint Venture & Arms Length RRSP Financing Value Proposition: Tax Refund
(contribution room permitted) or Tax Free for TFSA; Consistent ROI & full control over mortgages
to invest in; Simplified retirement planning w/pre-defined investment terms ; Investment secured
by real-estate deal w/no to little time or expertise required.; Advanced Opportunities & Synergies

MARKETRELATED FIT

Market related fits In addition to generating opportunities to transfer important skills in selling,
promoting, advertising, analyzing, managing, etc., for a greater good, market-related fits can also
provide significant cost-saving opportunities (or economies of scope31), including: sharing
workspaces and expenses; using a single sales force for related products; advertising related
products in the same promotions; using the same brand names; sharing/coordinating delivery and
shipping, order processing, etc.; combining after-sale services and repair organizations; using
common promotional tie-ins (coupons, free samples, trial offers, specials, etc.)

Foundation:
Physiological
Needs;
Safety &
Security Needs
OPERATING
FIT
Relationships
Social Needs
MANAGEMENT
FIT
Growth
Esteem Needs
SelfActualization
Needs

Different businesses have operating fit when there is potential for cost-sharing or skills transfer in
procuring materials, conducting research and development in technology, manufacturing
components, assembling finished goods, or performing administrative support functions.
Operating fit also presents cost-saving opportunities: Some derive from the economies of
economies of scale,32 while others derive from economies of scope.
Management fit exists when managerial skills and abilities can be transferred from one
corporation or industry to solving problems in another. Transfers of managerial expertise can
occur anywhere in the activity-cost chain. In general, diversifying firms prefer to pursue a strategy
of related diversification because it entails opportunities for synergy, and involves less risk than
unrelated diversification. Despite marked preference for related diversification, firms are too often
forced into a strategy of unrelated diversification as related diversification may not always offer
the desired growth, or offer sufficient diversity, away from an existing base. Further, diversifying
through acquisition may be prevented by antitrust legislation.33

Economies of scope are proportionate savings gained by an increased level of production for two or more distinct goods together.
Economies of scale are proportionate savings gained by an increased level of production for large quantities of the same thing.
33
Strategy Formulation
31
32
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CONCLUSION

DRAFT

In his recently published book: VALUE(S)-Building a Better World for All, former Bank of Canada
Mark Carney makes the urgent argument on the radical, foundational change required to build
an economy and society based not on market values but rather on human values. With
growing frustration over fundamental geo-political, ecological, economics and cultural problems,
stemming from massive waste across portfolios and programs, how we will recover from this in
the current socio-economic system and markets is a wicked problem, even for ‘experts’ who
genuinely value human rights. But beyond obvious geo-political conflicts, economic and social
system failures, or even environmental degradation, evidence continues to show up in the
physical waste growth and the culture of waste: wasted assets and resources despite growing
food and housing insecurities; or wasted energy, materials and information despite all the readily
or accessible available process tools and techniques.
As individuals, if we genuinely want changes in our ability and support to continuously learn and
live well, then we need to go beyond making demands to our elected officials, who may or may
not have the necessary change management competencies, or even be re-elected when
sustainable systems can take decades to centuries to be effectively and efficiently created. For
public and private investors, portfolio, project, program and initiative decision-making leaders
and managers, including gig-workers, micro and small to medium enterprises, the urgent need
is for active engagement in the creation of new systems that will make our old ineffective and
resource intensive ones obsolete. Thus, and as SMEs are truly the backbone of our global
economic system, we need to create for ourselves and for our next generations an innovative
and generative democratic system that meets our growing dynamic business needs much more
effectively, efficiently and productively.
To that effect, this scoping strategic cooperative business plan presents how we can model an
innovative business that will support the necessary expertise, infrastructure innovations and
resource productivity reforms, with a vision anyone should be able to see. As part of the
strategy, the mission, goals, objectives, market and megatrend findings, along with key insight
are shared to not only engage potential stakeholders, but also gather support for the co-op plan.
The detailed information provides a summary of the work to date that forms the basis for moving
into the development planning processes of both the much needed multi-stakeholder co-op and
living labs for system reforms. Lastly, although the virtual model will be created to be based on
open boundaryless systems, the physical model will be set in Central Canada, including part of
the Northern US. Hence the focus on Canadian and American statistics.

Expression of interest, questions and constructive comments from potential seed, angel
and impact investors, customers/clients or stakeholders are welcome at
cricmission2030@gmail.com.
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Reference Sampling

The following is a very small list of documents considered. The complete list will be provided
with the completed business plan
➢ OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) Future of Education
and Skills 2030: Conceptual Learning Framework Education and AI: preparing for the
future & AI, Attitudes and Values 8 th Informal Working Group (IWG) Meeting 29-31
October 2018 OECD Conference Centre, Paris, France
➢ Social Circular Economy Opportunities for People, Planet and Profit; Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust and the Frank Jackson Foundation; 2017
➢ Conference Board of Canada - How Canada Performs
➢ McKinsey, How Cooperatives Grow
➢ Global Megatrends PwC - The Security Ecosystem
➢ Venkat Atluri, Jenny Cordina, Paul Mango, Satya Rao, and Sri Velamoor; McKinsey;
How tech-enabled consumers are reordering the healthcare landscape
➢ Isaacks, Falconer and Blackwood; (2008) “A Unique Approach to Visualizing
Sustainability in the Built Environment”
➢ Sarhan, Pasquire, and Elnokaly (2018) “Lean Construction and Sustainability Through
IGLC Community: A Critical Systematic Review of 25 Years of Experience”
➢ Ibara et Al; “Model for Integrated Production and Quality Control: Implementation and
Testing Using Commercial Software Applications”
➢ Richardson et Al, 2014, Effect of climate change and resource scarcity on health care
➢ Ahmad Bello Dogarawa, Department of Accounting, Ahmadu Bello University,
Zaria-Nigeria, (2005), The Role of Cooperative Societies in Economic Development
➢ Miller, 2012; Regenerative Design; University of British Columbia
➢ Biomimicry 3.8 Professional Program Overview
➢ World Bank - What a Waste 2.0 file:///C:/Users/info/Desktop/9781464813290.pdf
➢ OECD - Trends in Materials Consumption and OECD
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For additional information and to support this important VITAE initiative
Presentation slides at
https://vitaegroup.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/VItae-Intro_1-27-2021.pdf
See and support the MIT Climate Colab - Building Workspaces Contest Entry at
https://www.climatecolab.org/contests/2017/buildings-workspace/c/proposal/1334682
Contribute through our VITAE Co-Op Start GoFundMe crowdfunding campaign at
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vitae-coop-startup?utm_medium=email&utm_source=product&utm
_campaign=p_email%2B2300-co-team-welcome
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